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THESPACE OF MEASURED FOLIATIONS OF
                 HEXAGON
THE
ATHANASE PAPADOPOULOS AND GUILLAUME THERET
ABsTRAcT. The theory of geometric structures on a surface with nonempty
boundary can be developed by using a decomposit,ion of such a surface
into hexagons, in the same way as the theory of geometric structures
on a surface without boundary is developed using the decomposition of
such a surface into pairs of pants. The basic elements of the theory for
surfaces with boundary include the study of measured foliations and of
hyperbolic structures on hexagons. It turns out that there is an interest-
ing space of measured foliations on a hexagon, which i$ equipped with
a piecewise-Iinear structure (in fact, a natural cell-decomposition), and
this space is a natural boundary for the space of hyperbolic structures
with geodesic boundary and rjght angles on such a hexagon. In this
paper, we describe these spaces and the related structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
  Geometric structures on a surface with nonempt,y boundary ca,n be stud-
ied by, decomposing such a surface into hexagons, in the same wa,y as geo-
metric structures on a surface with boundary are ug.ually studied using the
decomposition of such a, surface into pairs of pants. In the case of surfaces
with nonempty boundary, the properly embedded arcs pla.y an important
role, analogous to the roles pla.yed by the simple clog. ed curves in the theory
of surfaces without boundary. This was used for instance in the paper [3]
and [4]. [I]he basic elements in the geometric theory of surfaces with bound-
ary include measured foliations and hyperbolic structures on hexagons. It
turns out that, the space of measured foliations on a hexagon has a simple
but interesting structure. It is equipped with a natural cell--decomposition
and it is a natura} boundary to the spa.ce of hyperbolic structures with ge-
odesic boundary and right angles on the hexa,gon. This theory is developed
in analog.y with Thurston's boundar.y of the TeichmUller space of a closed
surface. The same resu}ts for the case where the surface is a pair of pants
follows immediately from the ca,se of the hexagon.
2. MEASURED FOLIATIONS ON THE HEXAGON
  (In all this paper, homotopies are relative to the boundary;
boundary edge of the hexagon is fixed setwise.)
that is.
      '
each
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2.1. Definition. We consider foliations on the hexagon, with isolated sin-
gularities with 3 separatrices and such that no leaf is homotopic to a point.
'I'here may be zero or one singularity in the hexagon (see Figure 1). In
particular, the five configurations in Figure 2 are excluded.
FIGURE 1. Foliations of the hexagon.
o Å~
Y
FIGURE 2. Any one of the following behavior of leaves is excluded.
  We consider a hexagon H whose sides are denoted in cyclic order by
a, C, b, A, c, B (a opposite to A, etc.)
  An arc in the hexagon H is the homeomorphic image of a closed interval,
whose interior is in the interio}' of H and whose endpoints are on 0H.
2.2. Arc triples and local charts. An arc triple is a triple of disjoint
arcs each joining two iion-adjacent boundary edges of the hexagon. Up to
homotopy, there are 14 arc triples in the hexagon, and some of them are
represented in Figure 3. The names of the other arcs are obtained simila,rly.
In Figure 3, the arc rs joins b to B. The notation for the other arcs is
analogous, with a cyclic change in nameg.. That is, the arc a joinf a to A,
and the arc ty joins e to C.
             aaa
C
b
       A
FIGuRE 3.
tively {a,b,c}
Ca,ses 1 2 and 3 Iisted below.
      '
                                 A
The arc triples in these three hexagons are respec-
, {a, B,c} and {a, B,A}. The three cases represent
  Such a foliation F is equipped with an invariant transverse measure, in
the sense of [2]. The geometric intersection number, i(F, 0) of F with an arc
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a in the hexagon is the infunum of the transverse measure with F of an arc
homotopic to 0.
  We denote by MY the space of measured foliations of the hexagon up to
homotopy. We equip MS with the quotient topology induced by the geomet-
ric convergence of representatives together with convergence of tra,nsverse
measures on arcs. We denote by 0)Y[S the quotient space of IYCff b,y the
natural action of the positive reals R+.
  A measured foliation (or its equivalence class in OY[(]') is said to be in good
position with respect to an arc triple {0i,02,03} if
       3
   (i) 2i(F, o,)>o;
      j=1
   (2) F has no leaf paralle} to one of the three arcs in the triple {0i, a2, 03}.
The first condition is equivalent to the fact that at least one of the arcs
0i, a2, 03 has positive F-measure.
  An example is given in Figure 4.
                                a
C"
b
       A
c
B
      FIGuRE 4. The foliation represented is neither in good position
      with respect to {a, b, e} nor to {A, B, C} but it is in good position
      with respect to (a, B, C), (c, C, a), (b, B, a), etc.
  The behavior of measured foliations in good position with respect to an
arc triple {0i,02,0(3} is convenientl.y described by the projective space of
transverse measures, see Figure 5.
                                             3
                                            2a,-i
                                            j=1
01
                           FIGuRE 5.
  In what follows, we shall often draw partial foliations, that is, foliations
whose support is a subsurface of the hexagon; it will be clear from the
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picture how one has to collapse the non-foliated regions in order to obtain
a measured foliation which is well-defined up to equivalence.
  We shall denote by 3VCgo and ?NCSo the subspaces of MY and 0MY
respective}y of equivalence classes of measured foliations that are in good
position with respect to an arc triple O.
  We have OV[Y == 3V[Y{.,b,.} U IV[Y{A,B,c} U [)V[ff{a,p,c} U 3V[ff{a,b,7} U ' ' '
  We shall gather the subsets ? Mffo associated to the 14 possible arc triples
in the following three categories:
Case 1: {a,b,c}, {A,B,C}. Figure 6 represents the subset POV[Ya with
c? == {a,b,c}. There is a similar description for b == {A,B,C}. This case
corresponds to the hexagon to the left in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 6. The patch :P[IVCSF" {.,b..} together wit,h four points, two
in the interior and two on the boundary. The patch is subdivid. ed
into four parts; the central triangle corresponds to the triples a,, b, c
satisfying the triangle inequa,lity. The leaves of the foliations be-
longing to ea,ch subpart have the same behavior; only the transverg, e
mea,sures change.
Case 2: {or, b, c}, {a, rs,c}, {a, b, "t}, {or,B,C}, {A, 5, C}, {A, B, ry}. Figure
7 represents the subset ?MY6 with 0 = {a•,b, c} (the hexagon to the middle
in Figure 3). The triangle abc is cut into four regions.
Case 3: {a, A, B}, {b, B, a'}, {e, Cor}, {a, A, ty}, {b, B, "l}, {c, C, B}. Figure
8 represents the subset [P3V[S'a with 0 = {a,A, /3} (the hexagon to the right
in Figure 3).
2.3. Projective measured foliations is a sphere with a piecewise-
lin' ear structure. The subsets POY[S'6 are local charts for 03Y[S' forming an
atlas for this space. We sha}1 show that the coordinate changes between local
charts are piecewise-linear. This will show that 0IY[S is a piecewise-linear
manifold. We shall see that this manifold is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere.
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FIGURE 7. The patch P3V[Y{.,b,.}. It is subdivised into four parts.
As before, each subdivision of the patch corresponds to a, particular
behavior of the leaves of the foliations.
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FIGuRE 8. 'I'he patch [PDv[SF" {.,A,fl} is represented together with a
few points.
  In Figure 9, we have represented the coordinate changes. [I]he iinaps gbi are
the coordinate change maps between the charts. In this figure, the charts are
represented in the projective space, but they have to be thoughr of as being
in [)Y[g. The charts are triangular, and there are two sorts of coordinate
changes:
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(1) The intersection of the two charts (the domain and range of the map
   ipi) has nonempty interior. In this case the intersection ig. Ieft blank
   in the figure.
(2) The intersection of the two charts has empty interior. In this case,
   the intersection is along the boundary, and in the figure this inter-
   section is represented in thicker lines.
2
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FIGURE 9.
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  Froi[n the following formulae for the coordinate changes vve ca,n see that
they are piecewise-linear. There are five cases, corresponding to the cases
drawn in Figure 9. Let us consider as an example the case of ip2: this is the
coordina,te change map which maps the non-hachured part of the triangle
(a,b, e) on the left to the non-hachured part of the trjangle (a,b, c) on the
right. These two pieces coincide as subsets of 3YCS since they conta,in the
same foliations. The non-hachured part of the triangle (a, b, c) is subdivised
into three triangu}ar subparts (numbered 1, 2, 3). The map ip2 is linear
on each of these subparts in the parameters a, b,c (see the corresponding
formulae, in which (a.,b, c) stand for the parameters in the image triangle).
The map ip2 is therefore piecewise-linear on the non-hachured part of the
triang}e (a,b, c) on the left. The same holds for the other triangles.
(1) Forinula for ipi:
or == c
B==O
C == c-b
If b
(2) Formula for ip2: If(
and if (a, b,
and
c) is
if (a, b, c) is
(3) Formula for ip3:
(4) Formula for di4:
(5) Formula for ips:
if C<B and A
-> c, then
a, b, c
or=b
B == b-c
c==o
) is in the region 1
in the region 1
in the region 1
and ifb -< c, then
abelled 1. then
       '
abelled 2, then
abelled 3, then
a == b-a
b=b
c==c
a=c-a
b==b
c=c
                 6 == a-b
If a) b+c, then a == a
                 A=a-b-
               Cv = dv
If or >c then b=b
       ,
              B == a-c
                        a•=
If C>B and A= O. then b =
                 '
                        c ==
          a=B
=O.then b==B-C
   '
          c==O
c
C
o
a=
b ==
e=
S(b + c - a)
b
e
(a >B> A).
C-B
;
  Figure 10 represents the space ? )V[S
represented in the plane with a point
, which is homeomorphic to a sphere,
at infinity. The small star ABC is
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the chart 03Y[Y{.,,b,,}, and the exterior of the big star IAKCJB is the chart
{P3V[S'{A,B,c}. Its ceiiti'e is at iiifuiity.
  The other charts are polygons whose edges are contained in the graph
that is drawn.
  Using this and the fact that 0MY{.,b,.} n ?MS'{A,B,c} is constituted of
the three vertices of each triangle, Figure 10 shows that {POV[S' is a g.phere
equipped with a natural piecewise-linear structure. In fact, more than that,
it is equipped with a natural triangulation. In Figure 10, the centre of the
triangle MMY{A,B,c} is at infinity and the centre of the triangle 0]V[ff{.,b,.}
is at O.
I KA
M P
c
N
J
FIGURE 10. The sphere ?IY[Yrepresented on the plane with one
point at infinity, i.e., through stereographic projection.
      3. HYPERBOLIC STRUCTURES ON THE RIGHT HEXAGON AND
                        COMPACTIFICATION
  In this paper, a right hexagon is a hexagon equipped with a hyperbolic
metric such that a,Il the edges are geodesic and all angles are right.
3.1. The lengths of arc triples determine the hyperbolic structure.
We denote by T the TeichmUller space of the righr hexagon. As we sha}1
present}y prove, a point in 7 is determined by the three lengths of any fixed
arc triple, for instance {a, b, e}.
Proposition 3.1. A right hexagon is determined by the three lengths of an
arbitrary are tTiple.
Proof We use the notation of Figure 3. The result is well known for the
triple {a,b,c} or {A,B,C} (see the trigonometric formula in Fenchel [1] p.
85 which shows that the isometry type ofa right hexagon is determined by
the length of any triple of non-consecutive edges; see also Thurston [5]).
  Let us check the result for the triple {a,b,or}. We consider the right
pentagon of Figure 11 (1). We have (see [1])
                  cosh t .. COSh a cosh or + cos ip(t) .
                             sinh a sinh 7
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When a and n/ are fixed, we obtain cos ip(t) = Kcosht - L, where K, L > O
are constants. Thus, there is a unique solution to ip(t) = T2. Therefbre,
a right pentagon is determined by the length of two disjoint edges {a,ty}
(Figure 11 (2)).
  Thus, the right hexagon is determined b,y {a, b, ty} since {a,7} and {b, "1}
determine the two right penta,gons having ry as an edge (Figure ll (3)).
  The remaining case {a,A, ty} is treated in the same way since {a, }t} and
{A, ty} determine two right pentagons (Figure 11 (4)).
                                                    a
          ip(`)
      a ora tya ty b O'
        -etf--- A
           (i) (2) (3) (4)
      FIGuRE 11. Here, all the angles, with possib}e exception of Åë(t),
      are right angles.
                                                               o
  Let O == {0i,02,03} be a fixed arc triple of the right hexagon. Let
                   Z9 , 7 -H,R3.
                       h F> (lh(Oi), lh(02), lh(03))
be the length functiona} associated to 0.
Proposition 3.2. The length junctions of any arc tripZe determine a home-
omo77)hism cr -> R3+ .
PToof. Proposition 3.1 shows that Ze : 7' - IRI? is injective. The surjectivit,y
also follows from the proof of Proposition 3.1, where we see that we can
choose the lengths of three consecutive edges independently from each other.
Continuity. is clear. []
3.2. Converging to infinity in Teichmti11er space. For a coming proof,
we recall right here the following well-known trigonometric formulae, ll] p.
85 and 86. (VXie use the notation of Figure 12).
                cosh c + cosh a cosh b
        coshC=
                    sinh a sinh b
        sinhA sinhB sinhC
        sinha sinhB sinhc
                  !111
        cosh or= Å~ = Å~ .                                             tanh(A - y)            tanh(a - x)tanh y     tanh x
  Let us collect some asymptotic behaviors of the lengths of the sides of a
right hexagon.
Lemma 3.3. Consider a right hexagon with consecutive sides A,, c, B,a, C, b
and let or be the iLniqzee geodesic segment 2'oining A and a perpendicularZy.
The following asymptotic relations hold.
12
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                       x
                    a-.t--
            cB
a,
b
c
 j`x;l
AY
FIGuRE 12. In this figure, al} angles are right angles.
   (1? (fa --> O then a -> oo.
   (2? lfA ---> O then ct -> oo.
   (9? ija -> O andbSK< oo then C --> oo.
   "? Ifa -> oo, b- oo andcSK< oo, then, C-O•
       More generatly, ofa -> oo, b }) Eo > O and cS K < (x), then C -> O.
Proof. For (1), since x- O, we have
                         111
              cosha== Å~ > -> oo.
                      tanhx tanhy-                                       taii  x
  For (3), we have
                 coshc 1 1
       coshC= + > --> oo.          sinha in b tanhatanhb -                                   tanh a tanh b
  The other statements are also easy. D
  We shall say that asequence (.T.) in r tends to infinity if there exists an
arc 0o• of an arc triple O such that l log Z..(aj•)1 - oo as n --> oo.
IJemma 3.4. A sequence (x.) in O" tends to infinity, of and only of there
e,ccists an, arc tripZe c? == {0i,02,03} such that for all o' = 1,2,3 we have
lx.(a2) -> oo as n -T> oo.
Proof. We shall denote the asymptotic behavior of the triple {0i,02,03} by
{K,O, oo} to express the fact that there exist distinct i,i,k E {1,2,3} such
that Z..(a,) is bounded by K, l..(Oj) -> O and Zx.(Ok) -> oo as n -> oo.
  Let us first deal with the fol}ovLTing a,symptotic behaviors of {a, b, c}, which
constitute all posg. ibilities for convergence at infinity: {O,O,O}; {oo,oo, c)o};
{oo,oo,K}; {oo,K,K}; {KK,O}. We use statements (1)-(4) of Lemma
3.3.
- Case {a,b, c} -> {O,O,O}: App}ying three times (3), we have ({a,b,e} -->
  {O,O,O}) => ({A,B,C} ---> {oo,oo; oo}).
- Case {a, b, c} - {oo, oo, oo}: nothing is needed in this case.
- Case {a,b, c} -> {oo, oo,K}: From (4), we have C --> O. From (2), vv'e ha,ve
  7 -> oo. rlihus, ifa -> oo, b - oo and c --> K, then {a, b, or} -> {oo, oo, oo}•
- Case {a,b,c} -> {oo,KK}: From (4), we have C -> O. From (2), we
                               cosha 1
  have or - oo• Then, COShA = sinhbsinhe+ tanhbtanhc -> oo' ThUS'
  {a, A,7} -> {oo, oo, oo}.
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- Case {a,b,c} --> {K,KO}. Using (3) two times, we get B --> oo and
  A -> oo. From (1) we get bi --> oo. Thus, {A,B,ty} --> {oo,oo,oo}.
  The above reasoning also holds throughout for 0 = {A,B,C}.
  Suppose now that we have convergence to infinity with respect to the
triple 0 = {a,b,7}. Then, either convergence to infinity also holds for
{a, b, e}, or not, and in that case, up to taking a subsequence, we caii assume
that a < oo,b< oo andc< oo, But in that case, the sequence stays in
a compact set of 7" , which is not possible. The same reasoning applies for
0= {a, A, ),} and we have exhausted all cases. O
3.3. Embedding in the projective space. The space 3VCS is embedded
in IRgo using the intersection functional:
       i. :ZM3 c->R6.,
             h e (iZF, a),i(F, b), i(F, c),i(F, A),i(F, B),i(F, C)) .
  The space J is embedded in R6>o using the length functional:
            l. : )' gllR9o
                h F> (lh(a),Zh(b),Zh(c),lh(A), Zh(B), Zh(C)).
  The images l.(J) and i.(OV[ff) are disjoint.since for all F E 1)V[ff there is
at least one component of i., (F) in R6>o which is zero.
Proposition 3.5. The natzeraZ map fro7n, the spaee or to PR6>o is injective.
Proof. Let f : IER>o --> R be defined by
                       t ,-> cosh(te) .
                                  sinh(tb) '
        sinh(ta)
where a 2 b ) c > O. The sign of f'(t) is that of the function
   zL(t) == csinh(tc)sinh(ta)sinh(tb)
            -a cosh(ta) cosh(tc) sinh(tb) - b cosh(tb) cosh(tc) sinh(ta).
We write u.(t) =: p(t) - n(t), where p(t) is the first term (positive) in the
above expression for u(t) and n(t) is the opposite of the second and third
terms. We have
    n(t) = cosh(tc) (acosh(ta) sinh(tb) + bcosh(tb) sinh(ta))
         ) min{a, b} cosh(tc) (cosh(ta) sinh(tb) + cosh(tb) sinh(ta))
         2 b cosh(tc) sinh(t (a + b)).
Therefore,
zt (t) S c sinh(tc) sinh(ta) sinh(tb) - b cosh(tc) sinh(t(a + b) )
     S b(sinli(tc) sinh(ta)sinh(tb) - cosh(tc) sinh(t(a + b))) (since b ) c)
     S b (sinh(tc) (cosh(t(a + b)) - cosh(ta) cosh(tb)) - cosh(te) sinh('t(a + b)))
     -< -b sinh(t(a + b - c)) - b sinh(te) cosh(ta) cosh(tb).
Since a+b- e > O, we obtain zL(t) < O. Thus, the function f(t) is strict}y
decreasing on [O, oo[.
  Let h be now a right hexagon and let t 2 O. Up to permuting a, b, c, we
can assume that the iengths satisfy a 2 b 2 c > O.
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  For t > O, let ht be the hexagon obtained by multiplying the lengths a, b, c
by the factor t. Then,
  ,oshO(t) == COSh(t,Ci).}?(tC.O)Sl,ii(.t:)(tCbO)Sh(tb) = f(t) + t..hl(t.) Å~ tan}1i(tb) '
  The map t F> 1/tanh(ta) is strictly decreasing, therefore the mcap
                             11
                      t 've>
                                  Å~
                                   tanh(tb)          tanh(ta)
is strictly decreasing and f(t) is also strictl.y decreasing. Thus, since x e
coshx is strictly increasing on [O,Do], we deduce that t H C(t) is strictly
decreasing.
  In conclusion, we obtain the following: if we expand the lengths of three
non-consecutive edges of the right hexagon by the same factor, then one
of the three other edges is contracted. As a consequence, there are no
homothetic right hexagons. This completes the proof of the proposition. D
  We denote by T the projection map : R6 X {O} --> PR6. Let
                    7 :== To l.(J) uTo i.(Ov{] ]r).
  B.y what precedes, 7r o l.(7) can be identified with 'II]eichmtiller g.pa,ce 7"
itself while T o i., ([)V[g) can be naturally identified with 0JY[g.
3.4. Projection on MS'o. Let E > O and let 0 = {Oi,a2,03} be an arc
triple. Set
               CrS :== {h E (]J" l lh(0,) > E, Vj -- 1,2, 3}.
This subset is open in CT.
Proposition 3.6. There e,Tists a, positive E such that th,e patches 7" S form
an open cover of 7.
Proof. Fix an arc triple 0 = {ai,02,03} and let 7] be a positive number.
B.y Lemma 3.4, there exists a positive number 77o such that for any point
h E 7" satisfying info•E{i,2,3} lh,(0j') -< 'rlo, there exists another arc triple 6h
with h E [)" 6P. Sa,ying it differently,
                vo, v77 > o, )opo > o l cr x crdPo c u6cr6P.
By taking the smallest 77o for all arc triples 0, we conclude that
                Vn > O, ]n' >Ol VO, rX J3' c U67"6P.
Hence ,,
                  V77 > O,]77' > O l C]l" C U67"6P Uo O'dP'.
Fix n > O and set E := inf{n, ep'}. '])hus, 7' c Uo7'5, which is what was to be
  Let 0 = {ei, e2, 03} be an arc triple and let c be a positive nu}nber. NVe
consider the ma,p
                         qo:7S L> Mgo
defined by foliating the right hexagon by leaves equidistant to certain arcs
that do not belong to the arc triple a in such a way that the transverse
measure of each arc 0, (i = 1,2, 3) coincides with its length, that is, lh(0i) =
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i(qS(h),az) > E for i• = 1,2,3. The injectivity of qo follows easily from
Proposition 3.1.
                                                          o3.5. Compactification of TeichmUller space. We denote by P[JV[go the
                                                            ointerior of PMYo. We describe local charts for 7 around each point of ?MSo,
and we sbow that this space is a manifold with boundary.
  Consider the map
                             oo
                   ipa : 7S• U 0MYo-0[MYo Å~ IO, 1[
defined by
            X e (((X,,'.O)qo(.),,-(b,+o,+o,)) li .X E g]glCS'o
(Here, as elsewhere, we write 0i instead of l.(0i), etc.) This maps defines,
as the following propositions indicates, local coordinates for J (see Figure
13).
:
:
:
d
Ii lll lss"S. I
1s$s x :0Mgo
FIGuRE 13.
Proposition 3.7. Th,e map ip6 is a homeo7norphism.
Proof. It is clear that a sequence (x.) in fg• converges to infinity if and onl,y
if O, 1+ 02 + 03 - oo•
  The projection qo is continuous. We deduce that if the sequence (x.) con-
verges to a point c EI CP bV[S'o, then ipo(.cc.) - q5a((x). 'II]hus, q5o is continuous.
  Let us show that ipa is injective. Let x,y E (T5 be two points havillg
the same image by To qo and such tha,t 2?..il.(0,) =: 22-=iZy(az). Since
7r o go(x) == 7r o qo(?J), there exists a non-2ero real nui[r}ber A such that
qb(x) = Ago(2J). But then the last assumption implies A = 1, and since qo is
mJectlve, we get x= y.
  Let us show that the map ip6 is invertible. Consider a continuous section
      ooao : P3Y[Yo-3V[Y6. Up to multiplying this section by a scalar, we can assume
that i(0j-, ae(F)) > c for 1' = 1,2,3. Therefore there exists x E 75 such that
qo(x) = ao(F). The point x is now well defined up to homothety, and
the constant factor is determined as soon as we know the value of the sum
0i + 02 + a3. The inverse of ipa is thus well defined.
  To see that ipo-i is continuous, let (zn,tn) - (z,O). Since tn - O, up
to extracting a subsequence, there exists 0i E 0 that converges to infinity.
Thus, the sequence ip6-i(z.,t.) converges to infinity, and Tog(ip5i(zn,tn)) ==
zn, --> z as n -> oo• Thus, ipo-1(zn,tn) -> ip6-1(z,O).
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    This comp}etes the proof of the proposition. D
    Since 7' == UoO"3 for soine c > O, we have shown that 7d is a i[nanifold with
 boundary, bounded by 0MY.
    We know that POVCY is homeomorphic to a sphere. The interior of a collar
 neighborhood of 0MS is a sphere embedded in the interior of 7, which is
 homeoinorphic to a ball. From Sch6nflies' theorem, this sphere bounds a
 ball. Thus, T is homeomorphic to a three-dimensional closed bali. Let us
 summarize this in the following
 Theorem 3.8. The Teichmck'ller space 7 of a right hexagon is homeomorphic
  to an open ball of dimension three and can be compactified as a closed ball of
 dimension three by the space of pro.7'ective measured foliations 0[)Y[Y which
  consists of the bordary two-sphere.
    We close this section by giving in Figure 14 a few examples of sequences of
 right hexagons converging towards the boundary, together with their limit
 pomts.
                  4. THE HYPERBOLIC PAIR OF PANTS
    Any hyperbolic pair of pants is obtained by gluing two congruent right
 hexagons. Likewise, any measured foliation on a pair of pants has an order-
 two s.ymmetry and is therefore obtained by gluing two foliated hexagons.
 Thus, we ha,ve 7(pairofpants) = T(hexagon) and 1)Y[Y(pairofpants) ==
 MS(hexagon), and the theory for both surfaces is the same.
    Each arc triple for the hexagon corresponds to an element of the set A
 of boundary components and arcs joining boundary components, see Figure
 IJr.
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